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Minutes of Executive Committee Meeting
Date – 30th January 2018
Venue - The Fourcroft Hotel, Tenby
Committee members present

Guests present

Chairman - David Tudor Thomas
Trevor Hallett
Harry Gardiner
Albie Smosarski
Richard Wingfield
Jacqui Wingfield
Neil Westerman
Howard Rawson-Humphries
David Glennerster

1. Apologies for absence
Received from Keith Clark and Edna Greenhalgh.
2. Minutes of meeting 28th November 2017
An amendment to item (9.2) Active Travel Consultation – should read “See 8.4 below”. Other than that,
the minutes were accepted as a true record.
3. Matters arising from 28th November 2017 meeting
● (3.3) Scotsborough House – HRH reported further deterioration of the fabric of the building on a
recent walk past the site. It remains disappointing that CADW appear happy to let the building continue
to deteriorate now they have written a report and drawn up a plan of the site. PCC appear equally
disinterested and TCS simply does not have the funds or expertise to take over the management and
renovations required to make the site safe.
● (4.2) Saundersfoot Harbour development –CEO Michael Davies Feb 2018 meeting. DTT to follow
up – c/f.
● (4.4) St Catherine’s Island – progress more formal and obvious links between TCS and the Island.
DTT & JW to progress – c/f.
● (8.6) Plaque renovations – DTT continues to progress renovations and is in contact with the owner
of the property which holds the Beatrix Potter plaque. DTT to provide HRH with his prioritised list as
he missed the last meeting when this was shared. DTT will also contact the paint manufacturer to see
if there is a particular varnish they recommend to extend the life of the finish beyond 8 years.
Signed…………………………………….Chairman
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● (9.1) Trees on South Parade – DTT write letter in due course – carry forward
● (9.1a) Town Team – no further meetings have been advised and it seems unlikely that this particular
group will be active until there is a change of mayoral priorities. Item closed.
● (9.5) Smart Meters – information will be included in the upcoming Spring 2018 Newsletter
● (6.0) Rotarians Cheque – the promised £1,000 donation from the Rotarians to fund the sculptures at
Allen’s View has still not been received. Graham Fry and Rhodri Evans have both independently
confirmed to committee members that they aware the amount is due but the problem is Tom Cullen
who is the only person able to raise the cheque and is often away from Tenby. All to continue to chase
as this is a significant sum that will fund much of the further work that needs attention at Allen’s View.
● (8.3) Letter of thanks – DTT has written a formal letter of thanks to Marion Hutton in respect of her
Allen’s View donation
● (9.1) Wheelchair Access – all happy for the draft letter (Appendix 2) to be sent to Mr D Thomas at
PCC highlighting the many issues faced by wheelchair users in Tenby and some possible solutions.
● (9.2) LDP Review – HG to review whether TCS need to be part of the process and if so ensure TCS
is registered
● (9.3) Conservation Area – the meeting/walkabout has not taken place yet – c/f.
4. Correspondence
There has been a good amount of correspondence since the last meeting –
● Bryan Harris – via email – thanking DTT for the very informative newsletter
● Mark Lewis – via website – providing new contact details in order to continue receiving
newsletters etc after a gap in contact. He ran the Junior Civic Society at Greenhill
School until 1998 after which the group appears to have folded
● Julio Wildeboer – via email – enquiring on the wellbeing of John Beynon. DTT has
replied and committee members are asked to share any news they hear with DTT in
order that he can pass it on
● Owen Roberts – PCC – 12.12.2017 – response to NW’s letter highlighting the various
shortcomings of local bus and train services and a series of suggestions for
improvement. It is encouraging that the 360 service has been amended to include Hill
Park and Lady Park for the time being. NW continues to progress other items (see 8.3
below)
● Gale Lister – via email – introducing herself as the new Castlemartin Range Access
Officer (see 8.4 below)
● Anna Lermon & Alison Powell – via email – exploring the possibility of creating a new
umbrella organisation (working title ‘Pride in Place’) to replace Civic Trust Cymru
which was dissolved at the end of 2016. DTT will respond by 28th February 2018 to
advise her what we missed when Civic Trust Cymru dissolved, what new services we
require to carry out our objects better (eg detailed planning advice) and suggest a forum
for sharing best practice. TCS would be prepared to formally join such an organisation
though the amount of subscription would depend on the types of services Pride in Place
could provide. Committee members asked to contribute any thoughts to DTT by
10TH FEBRUARY PLEASE.
5. Membership
6 renewals so far (membership fees are due in January). AS advised that he does spend all year chasing
payments – annual fees amount to £500-600 so his effort in doing this is very much appreciated.
We have lost one member – John Tipton DFC.,LLB. TCS was represented at the funeral held recently
in Tenby.
DTT to put a subscription reminder in the Spring 2018 newsletter and JW will put a reminder on the
website. Outstanding subscriptions will also be collected at the upcoming AGM on 7th April 2018.
6. Treasurers Report

Signed…………………………………….Chairman
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NatWest current account
National Savings
TOTAL

£ 1,628.12
£ 9,133.96
£10,762.08

Allen’s View

£

773.17

AS provided HG with a full breakdown of income and expenditure relating the Allen’s View as
requested at the last meeting. The analysis of the £773.17 balance is as follows –
INCOME

Donations
Insurance
Total income

£ 211.00
£1,835.00
£2,046.00

EXPENDITURE

Leylandii felling/chipping
Plywood, weedkiller, whips
Dan Badham-tree works
Dan Badham – sculptures
Tarpaulin, labels & bulbs
Total expenditure

£ 360.00
£ 107.97
£ 150.00
£1,000.00
£ 110.80
£1,728.77

NET SURPLUS

£ 317.23

SURPLUS B/F
SURPLUS C/F

£ 455.94
£ 773.17

The committee discussed whether TCS should make any charitable donations itself. The Jubilee Play Area
has been supported in the past and it was agreed to make a donation asap of £250 to support the cost of
ongoing repairs and improvements.
7. Planning
HG circulated his summary report on current planning applications – see Appendix 1 for details.
The most important issue to be addressed by TCS as a matter of urgency is the successful appeal by
Dominos, upheld by the Inspector and allowing the opening of the pizza takeaway and restaurant beneath
the residential units on South Parade with extended opening hours. HG/DTT had prepared a document on
the Dominos application and HG attended the appeal. HG reported that the hearing was short, to a limited
agenda and presentations from the floor were not permitted. In his opinion the Inspector had not considered
all issues, including (but not limited to) the opening restrictions placed on the takeaway premises opposite,
parking and traffic issues for customers and delivery drivers and the special nature of the memorial outside
the premises.
This appeal result had only just been received by HG via email on 29th January so a full review of the
Inspectors findings has not yet been undertaken. HG agreed to circulate the full report to all members for
consideration and enable construction of a thorough objection to the appeal result.
TCS planning sub-committee have agreed to meet each Friday at 2pm on order that TCS comments on all
planning applications in future can be forwarded to Tenby Town Council in time for their monthly
planning meetings.

Signed…………………………………….Chairman
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8. Current Projects Update
8.1 Allen’s View – HG summarised his recent activities and concerns –
● Likely to be significant upcoming tree maintenance costs as some of the larger mature
trees have been significantly damaged in recent high winds
● Potential Lottery funding grant application to rebuild a secure shed and rainwater
harvesting system
● Potential purchase of the field adjoining the North View – TH to approach Billy James
to assess appetite for sale to TCS. JW to speak to Vicky Burkes to try and find out who
owns the access lane up to Allen’s View. TH to review maps and plans held in Tenby
Town Council offices to see if he can ascertain legal ownership of the lane
● 2 more owl sculptures need setting
● Peter Wilton (Lions) has been asked to raise the subject of Allen’s View at their next
meeting and try and get a Lions working party together
● 2 x quotes for mild steel benches still awaited from local suppliers
● DTT confirmed that funds can be made available from TCS general funds for any
emergency works needed at Allen’s View whilst we await fundraising and Rotarians
cheque
8.2 Characterisation Study –
a) Phase 1 – RW mapping with the help of Steven Jones (PCNP Operations Manager) – c/f
b) Phase 2 – RW thanked AS and HG for their recent contributions on “Approaches to Tenby”.
Progress is summarised below ● DTT – station and station approaches - COMPLETE
● RW/JW – golf course/Black Rock – additions required
● DG – Marsh Road
● NW – The Croft - COMPLETE
● HG – Narberth Road - COMPLETE
● AS – Harbour - COMPLETE
● DTT – Greenhill Road/Deer Park
● Old Narberth Road – tba
● Broadwell Hayes - tba
8.3 Public Transport – NW’s letter to Owen Roberts (PCC Passenger Transport Co-ordinator) and
subsequent reply and partial re-instatement of a bus service to Hill Park and Lady Park has generated
a good amount of local press coverage. NW has also distributed a bus timetable for the 360 service to
all residents in Hill Park and Lady Park in order to increase awareness and usage (see Appendix 3).
NW has also written to Angela Burns and Simon Hart on the subject of train services – this letter
appeared as an article in the Herald by Simon Hart which is a good indication that Mr Hart is a
supporter of NWs ideas. DG also had a letter published in the Tenby Observer on the subject of local
train services and has encouraged Penally residents to write directly to Angela Burns and Simon Hart
to voice their support for better services in future. NW will next write to Ken Skates (Welsh
Government) about extending the use of Pembrokeshire bus passes and extension of the T5 bus service.
He
will
also
complete
the
government
consultation
document
(https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/great-western-rail-franchise)
making
various
suggestions on how a better splitting of the franchise could be achieved. The deadline for this particular
consultation is 21st February so NW encouraged interested committee members to make their feelings
known asap.
DTT congratulated NW on making such significant progress in a relatively short amount of time.

Signed…………………………………….Chairman
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8.4 Summer Trip – DTT will organise suitable dates in conjunction with Tenby Historical Society
for a trip to Castlemartin Range.
8.5 Guide Book – DTT has been in touch with John Harrison who has agreed to provide information
on the church. Apart from this contribution, all others are now complete and HRH/DTT are assisting
AS with the word processing and insertion of photos, postcards and other illustrations.
8.6 TCS Awards – HG suggested the Kinloch Court renovation be added to the list for review as it is
complete. DTT to contact Rhodri Evans at Clifton Rock to see if his renovation is complete yet (and
remind him about the Rotarians cheque). ANY OTHER NOMINATIONS TO BE SENT TO DTT
BY 10th FEBRUARY PLEASE.
9. AOB
9.1 TCS AGM – suggest Saturday 7th April 2018 2pm, Augustus Place.
● DTT to check venue availability
● Mrs DTT & JW to provide cakes
● DTT to provide tea/coffee/milk/sugar
● ALL to bring suitable raffle prizes
● DTT to arrange speakers – Anna Lermon? Short pictorial presentation on Allen’s
View (and push for donations) for those who may not be able to get up there or have
not seen the developments recently?
● DTT indicated to the committee that he would like to step down as chairman at the
earliest opportunity for health and personal reasons but will continue until a
replacement is found
● Officers and committee members happy to continue as follows
NAME

POSITION

NOMINATED

SECONDED

Caroline Thomas *

President

Trevor Hallett

D Tudor Thomas

D Tudor Thomas

Chairman

Richard Wingfield

Trevor Hallett

Vice Chairman

Howard RawsonHumphries
Jacqui Wingfield

Harry Gardiner

Albie Smosarski

Treasurer

Harry Gardiner

Jacqui Wingfield

Jacqui Wingfield

Minutes Secretary

Trevor Hallett

Harry Gardiner

Committee Member

Trevor Hallett

Howard RawsonHumphries
D Tudor Thomas

Neil Westerman

Committee Member

Harry Gardiner

Jacqui Wingfield

Howard RawsonHumphries
Richard Wingfield

Committee Member

Neil Westerman

Richard Wingfield

Committee Member

Trevor Hallett

D Tudor Thomas

* TH confirmed after the meeting that Ms Thomas is happy to stand
9.2 Council Budget Consultation – RW highlighted the recent consultation document received
through the post to all residents. RW will respond on behalf of TCS and requested committee
members to review the document at https://www.pembrokeshire.gov.uk/have-your-say/budgetconsultation-2018-2019 and forward any comments for collation. The closing date is 16th February
2018 so please pass comments to RW by 9th February 2018.
Signed…………………………………….Chairman
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9.3 Civic Society Benches – HG highlighted 2 benches which were donated in the past by TCS and
are now in need of significant renovation and repair. AS will provide HG with contact details for
Peter Wilton who sits on the Lions Committee, is himself a carpenter and will be able to provide a
quote or the repair works. The committee can then progress the matter via Tenby Town Council if
appropriate.
(Update following the meeting from HG - Town Council intend to repair the bench in memory of the
Prossers at the triangle by Slippery back, Narberth road. Their workman has measured up for a new slat and
will repaint when fitted. Unclear about broken bottom struts; likely some repair. Good to have direct face to
face contact)

9.4 Mystery Masonry – HRH advised the committee of 3 large pieces of masonry that have been
found in various locations in the town. Andrew Davies has been advised but cannot provide an
explanation.
10. Next Meeting
The next meeting will be the AGM on Saturday 7th April, 2018 – 2pm Augustus Place. DTT will
confirm availability of the venue in due course.

Signed…………………………………….Chairman
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APPENDIX 1

Comments submitted on recent applications Planning Sub Cottee T C S. 30.1.2018
PA18/0019/LB & 18/0020/FUL

Window repairs and dormer , 1 Crackwell Street, Tenby

We welcome the care shown for the qualities of the building and its setting, with the proviso that two elements need
some revision/ clarification.
1 We note it is unclear in the application whether specific windows will need replacement of renovation, but we
feel both courses should use wooden materials of an appropriate style to the period of the original building. Both
elevations are very prominent, and as a Listed Building in a Conservation Area, amongst other listed buildings, to
install uPVC windows would be against several policies and recent other decisions for Listed buildings in the
Conservation Area, so would not be in sympathy with the character of the area.
2 The building’s wide, flat roofed ‘dormer’ proposed is not in character with the Victorian style of the building’s
rear elevation, will be a too prominent addition to the prominent skyline ( readily seen from the beach below) and
has much too lateral a design, with no vertical design elements to break up its width or to echo the low window to
wall elevation ratio or window pattern. Other similar past applications have benefitted from amendments which
could better suit the existing building, and provide good light and outlook.
A) recessing the dormer windows could provide a balcony and reduce the prominence of the dormer from below
and still retain a viable floor area, as has been permitted to a top floors further down Crackwell Street. Sub dividing
the window width into sections with pillars or panels between would reduce the lack of vertical elements to its
apperance, again as permitted further down Crackwell street
B) Alternatively two or three conventional dormers would provide sufficient light and outlook and match those
permitted on adjoining buildings.
3 To maximise internal views out across the North Bay this and the adjoining buildings had installed uniform wide
panoramic windows at cellar level which are visually dominant features not fitting the design character of their rear
elevations; they illustrate a lack of sensitivity to the period character and appearance of their buildings; they are not
the sympathetic design our Society was set up to encourage so we cannot welcome more problems like these at roof
level.
NP/ 18/0021/FUL Windmill Caravan park, Old Narbeth Road , Tenby. Revised landscaping and change of use of
fixed
pitches
We welcome the revisions which will improve the landscaping, biodiversity and wind protection proposed for the site.
The reduced number of exchanged fixed pitches will also marginally reduce traffic on the narrow access lane.
We would welcome a condition for the provision of railings or site management measures to protect children from
safety risks at the pond.
NP/18/0014/FUL St Marys Court, St Marys Street, Tenby, SA70 7HH
Reclad gable ends of buildings with slate tile hanging
We welcome this proposal as both an in character visual change to modern buildings in the Conservation Area and a
practical solution to long term building maintenance, rain and salt penetration etc.. A condition requiring details of
construction method would help benefit neighbours affected by scaffolding etc.. We note that much building
project management has been much improved, in this respect.
NP/18/0008/FUL 03/01/2018 Units 16 To 17, The Salterns, Tenby, SA70 8EQ - SN1277600353
"Change of Use from B1 to B2"

Signed…………………………………….Chairman
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We welcome this application, for an expansion of a locally based brewery company. There are no amenity issues,
given its location. (Some elevations shown were puzzling) No objections.
NP/17/0706?FUL Car Park and landscaping Five Arches Car Park ,Tenby
This temporary use has proved its worth, having been an effective, well used and timely private sector investment
and should be given a permanent permission, subject to better landscaping. This use would impose minimal cost on
a subsequent substantial building development on the site, so a further time restricted permission appears
unnecessary .
Existing landscaping is minimal and does little to break up the hard, open, bleak nature of the site; sadly a customary
feature of all Tenby’s car parks, except parts of the Green site !
We feel some tree planting of medium height species to allow good sight underneath, along some of The Parade and
Picton Road frontages, at the end of the middle parking row, and the side boundary to the rears of Esplanade
properties would improve the townscape by reducing the bleakness of this large open site opposite the Town Walls,
at a minimal cost, though a few vehicle spaces might be lost.
A permanent permission would justify including the site in Highways road signage to advise motorists; this could justify
reducing the size of the huge car park sign on the building at the Parade frontage……
A condition to prevent overnight stays in camper vans as opposed to their parking would accord with other National
Park restrictions.
Uses such as this respond to the lack of public funding for major Park and Ride facilities. We are opposed to major out
of town shopping schemes to fund such park and ride, due to their potential impact on Tenby’s retail centre.
NP/17/0689/FUL Alterations inc 2 storey rear extension Peter House, Heywood Lane
Buildings around this site are very varied and on quite substantial plots. Site visits are essential to check lost of
amenity/light to the adjoining garden of ‘Carigeen’ caused by the proposed two storey rear extension. We have no
other objections.
The plans and drawings are amongst the best and clearest we have seen, - any awards for this sort of quality (often
missing from many other applications) ?
NP/17/0707 Vary conditions, Sea Haze, Heywood Lane
We have no objections, though the Planning Authority may wish to condition no separate occupation
P/17/0739/FUL Alterations and change of use. Toilet block, the Green car park Tenby
We welcome a more productive use of an under-used facility, but there are some simple amendments that could
improve aspects of the proposal
1. The shop/’kiosk’ change of use proposed could be defined by a condition, as use changes are perceived as
contentious in Tenby.
2. The shop could generate additional parking onsite or onstreet; should some on-site spaces be reserved for
that? The Co-op site’s recent use granted nearby has generated parking problems and accidents.
3. The door into the Changing Places facility would often be mistaken for entrance to the shop; that door
would be better positioned on the north west corner.
4. The shop door is tucked round on the east side – not visible from the car park.
5. There are no windows or roof lights to the three proposed unisex toilets. It is not clear if they are free or fee
charged.
6. No painting scheme is specified; given its conspicuous location a carefully chosen warm complementary two
colour scheme, one for walls and one for doors, windows, shutters and the prominent guttering would be a

Signed…………………………………….Chairman
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visual upgrade in a rather drab area. At least a condition requiring painting details seems necessary. Some
planting could help, too.
7. We remain unsure why the red ownership boundary on the site map includes substantial areas the applicant
is most unlikely to own ( County car Park ). There are good reasons to amend parking spaces etc. , but like
other recent applications, stated site ownership details appear incomplete; have all owners been informed?
Are there not legal requirements on applicants?
NP/17/0734

and

735/FUL

and

LB

Alterations,

Hope

and

Anchor,

St

Julians

St

Tenby.

We welcome and complement all concerned in the further detailed changes in these applications. The inclusion of
period-style wooden sash windows in the rear elevation is to be commended; we wish other older buildings were
given such in character design features. We suggest that the applicant confirm that means of exit through the
adjoining property will be provided if the emergency exits do have to be used into the adjoining yard. We note the
two properties are in shared ownership.

Signed…………………………………….Chairman
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20 January, 2018
Mr. D Thomas
Highways and Construction
Pembrokeshire County Council
County Hall
Haverfordwest.
SA61 1TP
Dear Mr. Thomas,
At our last meeting of 2017, Tenby Civic Society committee members were again concerned with the clutter
and obstruction caused in the town by A-frames advertising commercial premises. These are sited on the
pavements outside. We were responding to a number of concerns raised by members who reported their
difficulties when pushing relatives in wheelchairs in negotiating these signs and avoiding being forced into
the roadway. Similar problems face mobility scooter users and others less physically agile. A brief visual
inspection of the walled town area appears to confirm these concerns. There seems to have been an explosion
of A-signs since the last purge. The problem seems general throughout the commercial areas inside and outside
the town walls but Upper Frog Street and St. Julian’s Street are particularly serious examples. There the
combination of a single-lane highway, narrow, rough and, in places, cobbled, pavements and A-signage make
using the roadway obligatory.
During the Summer street closure this is not such a problem for wheelchair users and those of restricted
mobility. However the problem persists throughout the year for those who are blind or otherwise visually
impaired. We understand that RNIB would like to see them banned nationally. Even for the able-bodied they
are a trip hazard and cause of congestion and obstruction. It is ironic that in an office or works environment
they would be banned under COSHH.
However, there is protection for the general public under Section 130(1) of the Highways Act, 1980 which
imposes a duty on an Authority’s Highways department to assert and protect the rights of the public to use
and enjoy the highway. The general duty on Highways Authorities is reinforced by Section 130(3) which
states the duty to prevent, as far as possible, obstruction of the highway.

Signed…………………………………….Chairman
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Furthermore, the Equality Act, 2010, under the provisions outlined, state that it is unlawful for service
providers and those exercising public functions, which includes Highway Authorities, to discriminate against
the disabled. It is the RNIB’s view that such a failure by an authority to prevent obstructions would constitute
a breach of that Act.
The Society is aware that previous moves have been made by PCC to address the problem and appreciate the
difficulties in ensuring compliance. We feel that the problem is made worse by the number of new businesses
who are perhaps not aware of the restrictions already in place, plus the usual persistent offenders. Perhaps, in
supporting Tenby Town Council’s zero-tolerance approach on this matter, we might suggest a three-step
programme to overcome or, at least, alleviate the problem:
Firstly, an inexpensive letter and leafleting campaign making businesses aware of the need for compliance
with restrictions on A-signs, advising them that they lay themselves open to civil action in the event of any
injuries sustained by a member of the public and reminding them of the existing legislation in the Highways
Act as above.
Secondly. enforcement action against one or two of those who continue to ignore the restrictions.
Finally, if the problem persists, to consider specific legislation to apply throughout Pembrokeshire. The
problem cannot be confined to Tenby even though the town has a particular problem in this area. Other tourist
and commercial areas in the county no doubt suffer similarly. RNIB experience seems to suggest that where
local authorities such as Hull City Council and the East Riding of Yorkshire have placed a complete ban on
advertising boards there has been no adverse economic impact on traders. In any case where every business
has A-signs outside its premises there is a law of diminishing returns as the public becomes oblivious in the
overall sensory bombardment to individual signs. Collectively they become just visual noise and leave an
impression of clutter and confusion.
Enforcement of these measures might overcome two related problems which mar the experience of visitors to
and residents of Tenby alike. We appreciate both these would require liaison with Dyfed-Powis police force.
Firstly, the obstruction provisions of the Highways Act might be applied to those unlicensed street traders
who are a persistent problem in Tenby, where street trading restrictions cannot be applied to those merely
offering a service.
Secondly, referring to the problems of those who are physically and visually disabled, greater focus by parking
wardens to ensure motorists do not obstruct dropped curbs would be beneficial.
Finally, and we must apologise for the length of this letter, there is a specific problem for wheelchair users
where signage might help. This is at the impassable steps in Bridge Street leading between the Harbour area
and the bottom end of Tudor Square. Signage directing those using wheelchairs, mobility scooters and other
walking aids could be directed to use the level surface of Sergeants’ Lane instead.
Having raised these concerns again and in proposing some possible cost-effective solutions, and bearing in
mind the financial restrictions on spending within the county, we hope that you will be able to respond
positively to the concerns raised in this letter.
Yours sincerely

David Tudor Thomas
Chairman
Tenby Civic Society

Signed…………………………………….Chairman
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APPENDIX 3

Signed…………………………………….Chairman
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